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Technology and education are essential to human’s life. Technology flourished as fast as light travels, and it affects our daily routine.

Technology has been a partner of teachers in teaching their subject areas. Philippines is in the midst of a massive effort to make affordable high speed internet and free online teaching resources that may be available to even the most rural schools. Technology integration is highly implemented in school nowadays. Teachers are recommended to use technology and let students use them too.

Educational Technology industry is what we need in public schools in the Philippines. It may help the teachers to be more innovative in teaching. It is not like technology can replace a teacher, instead they can work together to improve the skills of each students, and to produce a globally competitive graduates. Teaching with the integration of technology will make the students enjoy learning more because it is inclined with their generation.

The rise of Educational Technology in schools may help the teachers and students to keep up with what’s changing and what isn’t.

Government wrestled in recent years the reality of new technologies is equal to new challenges as a teacher. It is like new concerns about how teachers will come up with the fast booming of technology.

Government should help teachers to cope up with the changes in society through technology so that they will be able to teach students how to adjust with the changes as well.

As Filipinos, it is our duty to be more responsible in adapting technology to education.
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